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Key Messages: 

1. A fruit fly community survey was launched this week for all residents with a garden in the greater 
Sunraysia region 

2. The survey seeks feedback on gardeners’ experience and importance of managing Queensland 
Fruit Fly 

3. The survey closes 30th June and can be found on the GSPFA website: 
https://www.pestfreearea.com.au/survey or facebook @greatersunraysiapestfreearea 

 

Residents in the greater Sunraysia region are being encouraged to share their experiences and feedback 
about managing Queensland fruit fly in their home gardens. 

The Greater Sunraysia Pest Free Area Committee has launched a survey to capture the thoughts of residents 
about the importance of managing fruit fly and their own experiences in managing fruit fly. 

“We often speak with people at local markets and field visits and hear lots of positive stories about the 
many ways people have successfully tackled Queensland fruit fly in their garden,” said GSPFA Regional 
Coordinator Deidre Jaensch. 

“The survey is designed to capture the full extent of what people are doing in their gardens as well as finding 
out what people find most difficult in achieving successful control,” She said. 

“It also asks people to tell us where they get their information about Queensland fruit fly and what sorts of 
information they need.” 

Ms Jaensch said the survey results will be used to inform future communication and engagement activities. 

“It will be good feedback for the program if, for example, people say they learnt from a community 
presentation or by searching a website because then we can focus our efforts more on delivery of these 
types of engagement activities in the future,” she said. 

The survey also asks residents how important they think the control of fruit fly is in home gardens.  

“We want to find out about the general attitude to controlling fruit fly,” Ms Jaensch said.  

“If people don’t think it’s important, then we need to work harder to demonstrate that home gardens, if left 
unmanaged, can have a big influence on the future prosperity of the surrounding farms, which in turn 
affects the wealth of the town and district,” Ms Jaensch said. 

The community fruit fly survey was launched this week on the GSPFA website and Facebook and is open to 
all residents in the greater Sunraysia region.  

Community members are also invited to call the GSPFA on 5022 0327 if they would like help in filling out the 
survey.  

Website: https://www.pestfreearea.com.au/survey 

Social media: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HDQ2JDR 


